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Spectroscopy of photonic bands in macroporous silicon photonic crystals
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Variable-angle reflectance performed on macroporous silicon photonic crystals yields the dispersion of
two-dimensional photonic bands. A comparison with calculated optical spectra identifies the spectral structures,
which mark the onset of a propagating photonic mode, as one-dimensional critical points. The experimental
results agree with theoretical determinations of the reflectance and of the photonic-band dispersion in a wide
energy range. A symmetry analysis yields the selection rules for excitation of photonic modes, which can be
treated like elementary excitations of the crystal.
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Photonic crystals are new materials where the propaga
properties of photons are dramatically changed becaus
the periodic variation of the dielectric function. They a
attracting great interest in view of achieving, e.g., control
spontaneous emission,1 localization of light,2 or propagation
in bent waveguides.3 The periodicity of the refractive index
leads to the validity of Bloch theorem and to the concept
photonic bands. These are, however, not easy to measu
Photonic bands have first been determined in the microw
regime by phase-sensitive transmission measurements4 that
yield the wave vector inside the crystal at a given frequen
In-plane transmission in two-dimensional~2D! waveguide
photonic crystals has been used to map the photonic b
from Fabry-Pe´rot fringes within the sample.5 Another tech-
nique for measuring 2D photonic bands in a waveguide6 re-
lies on the observation of sharp structures in reflectance f
the surface, which arise from coupling of the incoming
diation field to guided modes of the structure due to
patterning. Since the wave vectorki parallel to the wave-
guide plane is conserved, each resonant structure in re
tance yields a point of thev(ki) dispersion in a given direc
tion of the Brillouin zone.

In this paper we show thatphotonic bands can be mea
sured by variable-angle reflectance even if no waveguid
present: the technique is used here to obtain the photon
band dispersion in a plane parallel to the surface. This op
new possibilities to measure the photonic dispersion eve
3D photonic crystals. We perform reflectance measurem
from the surface of macroporous silicon samples patter
with a triangular lattice of holes. Unlike waveguide-bas
photonic crystals, macroporous silicon can be considere
homogeneous along the pore axis~taken asz), since pores of
50–100mm depth can be achieved.7 The refractive index is
modulated only in thexy plane, however, the 2D photoni
bands retain an out-of-plane dispersion. Thus the spe
structures in reflectance used for the determination of
bands mark theonsetof a diffracted beam.The process for
the excitation of a photonic mode is shown to be similar
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the absorption threshold in insulating solids and results in
spectral line shape analogous to that of critical-point fe
tures in semiconductors.8,9

Spectroscopic studies of electronic and vibrational exc
tions in solids often rely onselection rules. Here we perform
a symmetry analysis of the photonic bands and of the refl
tance experiment. At normal incidence, where theG point of
the 2D Brillouin zone is probed, the symmetry of the po
group drastically limits the number of observable modes.
oblique incidence along the main symmetry directions of
lattice, we show that mirror symmetry with respect to t
plane of incidence~rather than thexy plane of the 2D crys-
tal! must be used for classifying ‘‘allowed’’ and ‘‘forbidden’
bands.

Macroporous samples were prepared by the already w
described method of electrochemical etch of a prepatter
substrate.7 Briefly, triangular and square patterns were d
fined by lithography and the initial etch pits were transferr
to the substrate by a hot KOH treatment. The succes
electrochemical etching allows to make deeper pores w
mantaining their cross section. Substrates of various resis
ities were used, here we focused on ann-type sample with
8–12 V cm resistivity. As the substrate wasn-type doped,
light assistance was used and provided by a tungsten la
which was stabilized in current. Here we present results o
sample10 with triangular structure and lattice constanta
52 mm. The sample was polished with diamond powder
eliminate the etch pits. The holes have a nearly circu
shape with radiusr 50.24a ~air fraction ;0.21); atomic
force microscopy~AFM! image of the sample is shown i
the inset of Fig. 2.

In Fig. 1 we show the photonic bands of the 2D structu
for in-plane propagation, calculated with standard pla
wave expansion.3,11,12 Due to mirror symmetry with respec
to thexy plane the bands separate intoE modes~fields com-
ponents Ez ,Hx ,Hy) and H modes ~components
Hz ,Ex ,Ey).

13 The symmetry classification of photonic ban
is also indicated. The point group of the triangular lattice
©2002 The American Physical Society11-1
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D6h , which is useful to view as the direct product ofC6v and
Cs ,14 whereCs contains the identity and the specular refle
tion sxy . The small point groups at the main symmet
points areD2h at M andD3h at K. The small point group is
C2v for the G-M , G-K, and M -K directions, however, the
twofold axis ofC2v differs in the three cases. Note that th
twofold degenerate levels atG can haveG5

1 or G6
2 symme-

tries forE modes andG5
2 , G6

1 for H modes;G5
1 (G5

2) is the
symmetry of thexy components of a pseudovector~vector!.

Variable-angle specular reflectance from the sample
face was measured in the spectral range 0.15–0.5 eV w
Fourier-transform spectrometer~Bruker IFS66/S! at a spec-
tral resolution of 1 meV. The angle of incidenceu is defined
with an angular resolution of61°. A liquid-nitrogen-cooled
InSb photodiode was used as a detector and a silver m
was used as a reference. Measurements were done alon
G-K and G-M orientations both in transverse electric~TE!
and transverse magnetic~TM! polarization by means of a
polypropylene wire-grid polarizer. We also calculate refle
tance at different angles of incidence by the scattering ma
method,15 which can be applied to any patterned multilay
structure: in the present case we only have two semi-infi
layers, namely, air and patterned silicon. We remark that
method is an exact solution of Maxwell equations and
cludes all diffraction processes in Si as well as in air.

In Fig. 2 we show the reflectance of the sample for T
polarized light incident along theG-M orientation; in Fig. 3
we show a comparison of measured and calculated12 reflec-
tance alongG-K for TE and TM polarizations. The reflec
tance curves of the macroporous silicon sample disp
prominent features with a well-defined dispersion as a fu
tion of incidence angle. There is a good overall agreem
between experimental and calculated spectra for the num
of the structures and their angular dispersion, although
experimental line shape is in some cases more complex
the theoretical one. The spectral strength of the structu
depends markedly on the angleu. Most features become
vanishingly weak atu55°, where only one strong structur
at 0.29 eV is observed.

The results of Figs. 2 and 3~and the analogous ones fo
TM-polarized light alongG-M , not shown! are interpreted in

FIG. 1. Photonic bands of the triangular lattice of air holes in
with a52 mm, r /a50.24: ~a! E modes,~b! H modes.
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the following way. When the frequencyv and the parallel
wave vector qi of the incoming beam@of modulus qi
5(v/c)sinu] match those of a photonic mode propagatin
in the plane, a diffracted beam is created in the material
a corresponding structure appears in reflectance. This is
clear in the calculation, where the onset of a diffracted be

i

FIG. 2. Reflectance of the macroporous silicon sample for T
polarized light incident along theG-M orientation. The angle of
incidenceu is varied from 5° to 60° with a step of 5°. The curve
at 5°, 10°, and 15° are slightly offset for clarity. Vertical bars ma
the positions of 2D photonic modes for 5° and 60°. Insets: AF
micrograph of the sample~dimensions: 1038.4 mm) and 2D Bril-
louin zone.

FIG. 3. ~a!,~c!: experimental reflectance of the sample for lig
incident along theG-K orientation, for TE and TM polarizations
~b!,~d! calculated reflectance. The angle of incidenceu is varied
from 5° to 60° with a step of 5°. The curves at 5°, 10°, and 1
are slightly offset for clarity. Inset to~b!: diffracted intensity corre-
sponding to the allowed mode atu55° ~onset marked by arrows!.
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 113111
corresponds to a complex wave-vector componentkz that
goes through zero and becomes real. In Ref. 6 a similar
proach was used for patterned AlxGa12xAs waveguides.
However, in the present case, there is no waveguide a
structure in reflectance marks theonsetof a photonic mode,
which is excited and remains propagating also for hig
frequencies.16 Since most structure in reflectance spec
show a typical dispersive shape we took the inflection po
as energy position for each propagating mode~see marks in
Fig. 2!. In this way the uncertainty in determining energ
bands is estimated to be65 meV.

At each structure in the calculated reflectance spect
the derivative is discontinuous, such as for critical-po
transitions.8,9 This ‘‘universal’’ line shape is broadened in th
experiments, probably because of sample inhomogen
Each critical point in reflectance is related to a singularity
the diffracted intensityD(v), which may be calculated by
interpreting the excitation of a photonic mode as an ‘‘abso
tion’’ process~the intensity of the diffracted beam is remove
from specular reflectance and transmittance!: thusD(v) may
be expressed as

D~v!}E dki E dkzdki ,qi
d„\v2E~ki ,kz!…,

where qi5(v/c)sinu. The parallel wave vectorki[qi is
conserved and the out-of-plane dispersion of all bands~ex-
cept close to the special pointv50) is quadratic inkz
aroundkz50,3 with a thresholdE(ki,0)[E0. Thus we get
D(v)}(\v2E0)21/2, like for a 1D density of states. Th
inset of Fig. 3~b! shows the calculated diffracted intensity
the allowed mode at near-normal incidence, which inde
has the form of an inverse square root close to the thres
E050.29 eV. A similar behavior is found for all diffracte
rays. Thus we conclude that each spectral feature in re
tance corresponds to a 1D critical point.

We now discuss the selection rules for specular refl
tance. The surface of the crystal breaks mirror symme
with respect to thexy plane: thus the reflectionsxy is not a
symmetry operation anymore. The photonic modes sho
then be classified according to the subgroupC6v of the point
group at G and the corresponding subgroups at othek
points. Along theG-M and G-K directions the small poin
group becomesCs , i.e., specular reflection with respect
the plane of incidence is the only symmetry operation
sides the identity.

The general selection rule can be stated as follows:a pho-
tonic band can appear in reflectance only if it has the sa
symmetry of the incident electromagnetic field. At normal
incidence, the electric field (Ex ,Ey) as well as the magneti
field (Hx ,Hy) transform similar to the twofold degenera
representationG5 of C6v . The irreducible representations o
D6h that reduce to this representation areG5

1 andG5
2 : thus

only states with symmetriesG5
6 can appear in reflectance

This selection rule is obeyed in reflectivity curves of Figs
and 3: in particular, the strong structure around 0.29 eV
u55° corresponds to the allowed band with symmetryG5

2

@H modes in Fig. 1~b!#.
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Concerning now selection rules alongG-M andG-K, we
notice that these are the only orientations for which the pl
of incidence is also a mirror plane of the structure: thus
photonic bands can be classified as even or odd with res
to this mirror symmetry. Now, a TE wave is odd for specu
reflection with respect to the plane of incidence, while a T
wave is even. Thus a TE-polarized wave interacts with p
tonic bands that areodd for specular reflection in the vertica
mirror plane, while a TM-polarized wave interacts only wi
evenbands. Odd photonic bands correspond toS3 and S2
representations ofC2v for G-M (T3 andT2 for G-K), while
even bands correspond toS1 andS4 for G-M (T1 andT4 for
G-K).

Notice that an incident plane wave can interact with bo
E and H modes of the photonic structure. It is, therefor
appropriate to compare the photonic bands extracted fro
reflectivity experiment not with those ofE andH modes, but
rather with those of the same parity with respect to spec
reflection in the plane of incidence. Such a comparison
shown in Fig. 4. It can be seen that some nondegene
bands ‘‘stop’’ at theG point for a given polarization and
‘‘restart’’ in the other polarization: this peculiar behavior
due to the fact that the mirror plane changes when turn
from theG-M to theG-K direction. The experimental point
agree very well with the calculated photonic bands of
proper parity. Anticrossings are seen to occur between ba
of the same symmetry, e.g., between twoS2 states and be-
tween twoT2 states around 0.3–0.36 eV.

Not all bands that are allowed by symmetry appear
reflectance curves. This is not in contrast with the select
rule: an allowed band may have a nonzero, yet very w
spectral strength. Indeed, theoretical simulations with a v
fine mesh indicate that weaker structures are present, w
in the experiments fall below the signal-to-noise ratio. It
interesting to remark that most measured photonic bands
respond toH modes. This may be understood since at norm

FIG. 4. Points: measured dispersion of the photonic bands,
rived from the structures in reflectance curves; solid and das
lines: photonic bands of the triangular lattice of air holes, separa
according to parity with respect to the plane of incidence:~a! TE
polarization, odd modes,~b! TM polarization, even modes. Th
open triangles in~b! represent diffraction in air and must be com
pared with the folded dispersion of free photons~dotted lines!.
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incidence theG5
2 mode at 0.29 eV is much more intense th

G5
1 . At oblique incidence, the photonic bands that are f

bidden atki50 gain spectral strength by mixing with a
lowed bands; since only one strong featureG5

2 is present
below 0.5 eV, most photonic bands that appear in reflecta
in this energy range haveH mode character.

The experimental points marked by open triangles in F
4~b! have a steep dispersion and do not match any phot
band of the Si material. They, however, match the dispers
of light in air, folded in the first Brillouin zone: the corre
sponding structures in reflectance mark the onset of diffr
tion in air. These structures depend only on the Bravais
tice ~not on the pore shape or depth! and would be presen
also for a shallow grating.17 In the present context, thes
‘‘Wood anomalies’’ represent photonic bands in the upp
half-space and are intermixed with photonic bands of the
crystal.

The 2D photonic bands of macroporous silicon photo
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crystals have been determined by variable-angle reflecta
the spectral features, which yield the energy position o
photonic mode atkz50, are interpreted as 1D critical point
The same technique applied to three-dimensional modul
systems would yield the photonic-mode dispersion in a pl
parallel to the surface. Only bands with the same symme
of the incident electromagnetic field can appear in refl
tance. The selection rules derived from symmetry hav
form similar to those for direct excitation of phonons or e
citons. The present results show that the photonic mo
behave similar to other elementary excitations in solids. T
suggests new interesting research possibilities where spe
scopic studies of material excitations radiatively coupled
photonic modes can be envisaged.

The authors are grateful to D. Wiersma for useful sugg
tions. This work was supported by MURST through t
PRRIN 2000 project ‘‘One- and two-dimensional photon
crystals: growth, theory, and optical properties.’’
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